
SEO  BASICS
Quick Information To 

Optimize Your Website



Topics to Discuss

What  We'll  Cover

Keywords

Title Tags

Meta Descriptions

H Tags

Photos & Graphics

Google My Business/Local Listings

Contact Us Information



Search Engine

Optimization (SEO)

Strategies and tactics used to improve how
and where a website, or individual web pages,
appear on search engine result pages (SERPs)

On-site vs. Off-site
On-site: what you do to the site which impacts search
rankings, such as:

Content marketing
Foundational elements
Responsive (mobile-friendly) development

 
Off-site: other actions done away from the website which
impact search rankings, such as:

Linking
Social media



Keywords
WHAT  ARE  KEYWORDS?

Word(s) or phrase(s) searched for online

KEYWORDS  &  SEARCH

QUERIES

Keywords are what come from search

queries

Navigational - specific website, IE.

Facebook

Informational - broad topic, IE. patio

furniture

Transactional - exact/specific brand or

product or generic, and include 'buy,'

'purchase,' or 'order' IE. iPhone, flat

screen TV



Title Tags
TITLE  OF  A  WEBPAGE

A short, but accurate description of the

webpage focusing on "usability, SEO,

and social sharing"

50–60 characters in length

STRUCTURE

Primary Keyword - Secondary Keyword |

Brand Name

DIFFERENT  PAGE ,

DIFFERENT  TITLE

Each webpage needs to have a different

title tag. If two - or more - pages are the

same, search engines may flag the pages

as duplicate content. This can impact page

ranking. 

https://moz.com/learn/seo/title-tag



Meta

Descriptions

WHAT  IS  A  META

DESCRIPTION?

A short summary of the page content

130 - 155 characters in length

The goal is to engage a reader so they

click through to the main page

STRUCTURE

Include the focus or primary keyword

Each meta description needs to be in

active voice and original

DIFFERENT  PAGE ,

DIFFERENT  DESCRIPTION

Each webpage needs to have a different

title tag. If two - or more - pages are the

same, search engines may flag the pages

as duplicate content. This can impact page

ranking. 

https://moz.com/learn/seo/meta-description



Header Tags

WHAT  ARE  H  TAGS?

Headings give structure and

organization to a page, IE. creating a

scannable outline

H1 - H6

GREAT  FOR  KEYWORD

PLACEMENT

Strategic placement can help optimize

the page as you go

ONE  H1  PER  PAGE

Multiple H2s are okay, but H3-H6 must

have at least 2 per section



Photos & Graphics

ALWAYS  USE  A  PHOTO

Not only does it break up a wall of text,

it's a key part of good SEO 

Formats:

JPG/JPEG - large photos or

illustrations

PNG - background transparency

SVG - logos and icons

WHAT  IS  ALT  TEXT?

Or an alt tag, it's the short line of

descriptive text which appears if the

image doesn't load or the user is using a

screen/text reader

It should include the keyword or phrase

for the overall page

REMEMBER  USER

EXPERIENCE

Align photos or graphics to the right of

the text. This creates a cleaner page

layout and helps the user read with

natural reading lines.
https://yoast.com/image-seo/



WHAT IS NAP?

NAME

Double check

proper spelling

on all directories

and listings

ADDRESS

Verify street

number, name,

and ZIP code are

correct.

PHONE

Verify and list

main contact

phone number

customers would

use, generally a

landline.

https://www.bluecorona.com/faq/what-does-nap-stand-for-and-does-it-help-local-seo/

The Name, Address, Phone of each business are three pieces of

information Google and other search engines and online directories use

to create the business listing returned in search results. 



GOOGLE MY BUSINESS

Create  A  Listing
Enter the business name,

address, and phone number

with correct spelling and

punctuation.

Verify  The
Business
Without verification, your

business won't appear in

Google Search or Google Maps

Optimize  The
Listing
Add as much information as

possible, such as:

Business photo

Service area

Operating hours

Website URL

As of 2018, Google more than 63,000 searches every second. Setting up an accurate Google My

Business listing is a great way to ensure local current and prospective customers have the ability

to find your business in Google Search and Google Maps results.

https://blog.hubspot.com/marketing/google-my-business



Contact Us Information

DON 'T  HIDE

Make sure the

information is clearly

listed, usually as a page

footer. 

WHAT  TO  INCLUDE

Physical or mailing

address

Telephone number

Contact email

Social media profiles


